Human Dmc1 protein, a meiosis-specific homolog of Escherichia coli RecA protein, has previously been shown to promote DNA homologous pairing and strand-exchange reactions that are qualitatively similar to those of RecA protein and Rad51. Human and yeast Rad51 proteins each form a nucleoprotein filament that is very similar to the filament formed by RecA protein. However, recent studies failed to find a similar filament made by Dmc1 but showed instead that this protein forms octameric rings and stacks of rings. These observations stimulated further efforts to elucidate the mechanism by which Dmc1 promotes the recognition of homology. Dmc1, purified to a state in which nuclease and helicase activities were undetectable, promoted homologous pairing and strand exchange as measured by fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). Observations on the intermediates and products, which can be distinguished by FRET assays, provided direct evidence of a three-stranded synaptic intermediate. The effects of helix stability and mismatched base pairs on the recognition of homology revealed further that human Dmc1, like human Rad51, requires the preferential breathing of A⅐T base pairs for recognition of homology. We conclude that Dmc1, like human Rad51 and E. coli RecA protein, promotes homologous pairing and strand exchange by a ''synaptic pathway'' involving a three-stranded nucleoprotein intermediate, rather than by a ''helicase pathway'' involving the separation and reannealing of DNA strands. T wo kinds of macromolecular protein structures play prominent roles in homologous genetic recombination: toroids and filaments. Among the toroidal structures, the best understanding of the relation of function to structure exists for Escherichia coli RuvB protein, which forms a hexameric ATPase͞helicase. Two such hexameric rings, interacting with RuvA protein, drive the migration of Holliday structures, the 4-fold branched DNA intermediate formed after initial synapsis and processing have occurred. The consequence of this driven migration is the reciprocal exchange of a pair of like strands between two duplex molecules (1). Rings are also formed by the exonuclease of phage (2), the Erf protein of phage P22 (3), and human Rad52 protein (4, 5). On the basis of the crystal structure of toroidal exonuclease, Kovall and Matthews suggested a mechanistic explanation of the high processivity of this enzyme (2).
T
wo kinds of macromolecular protein structures play prominent roles in homologous genetic recombination: toroids and filaments. Among the toroidal structures, the best understanding of the relation of function to structure exists for Escherichia coli RuvB protein, which forms a hexameric ATPase͞helicase. Two such hexameric rings, interacting with RuvA protein, drive the migration of Holliday structures, the 4-fold branched DNA intermediate formed after initial synapsis and processing have occurred. The consequence of this driven migration is the reciprocal exchange of a pair of like strands between two duplex molecules (1) . Rings are also formed by the exonuclease of phage (2) , the Erf protein of phage P22 (3), and human Rad52 protein (4, 5) . On the basis of the crystal structure of toroidal exonuclease, Kovall and Matthews suggested a mechanistic explanation of the high processivity of this enzyme (2) .
Some recombination proteins form both rings and filaments: the ␤ protein of phage forms large rings and left-handed helical filaments (6) . ␤ protein promotes annealing of complementary single strands (7, 8) and migration of a single-stranded branch (9) . This protein, which does not hydrolyze ATP, binds more strongly to the product of its annealing activity, which may help to explain how it drives branch migration (10) , but there are no correlations of structure with function that help us to understand the role of either the rings or the left-handed filaments. RecT protein, the product of a cryptic prophage in E. coli and a functional homolog of ␤ protein, also forms rings and filaments. The precise nature of the RecT filament is less clear than that of ␤ but has been judged to be helical (11) . In this case as well, few clues link structure and function.
Among the filamentous structures, the best understanding of the relation of function to structure exists for E. coli RecA protein and human Rad51 protein. Although these proteins form rings as well as right-handed helical filaments (12) (13) (14) , genetic (15) , electronmicroscopic (16) , and biochemical evidence (17) indicates strongly that the filament promotes homologous pairing and strand exchange. The role or significance of the rings is unknown. RecA protein was the first-discovered member of a ubiquitous family of proteins found in prokarya, eukarya, and archea. The much-studied filament that is formed by RecA protein on single-stranded DNA promotes a search for homology in duplex DNA and incorporates the homologous duplex. Incorporation of the duplex produces a synaptic nucleoprotein structure containing three homologously aligned strands of DNA in a right-handed helix. In the case of RecA protein, this synaptic structure leads to extensive strand exchange that dissociates one strand of the parental duplex to replace it with the single strand that nucleates formation of the filament (for review, see ref. 18 ). Solution of the structure of the single strand has shown that the bases, whose axial spacing is 50% greater than in B-form DNA, are stacked alternately with the deoxyribose moieties of the phosphodiester backbone, a configuration that links the angular displacement of bases to a change in the pucker of the sugar (19) . Recent studies of human Rad51 indicate that the filament formed on single-stranded DNA provides a catalytic surface, which, on collision with duplex DNA, promotes the opening of base pairs to check for homology at the point of contact anywhere along the filament (20) .
Dmc1 protein, a true homolog of RecA protein that shares extensive sequence homology with it, is expressed specifically in meiotic cells (21) . Discovered in baker's yeast, it has been found also in mammals (22) . Homozygous knockout of Dmc1 in the mouse leads to asynapsis and sterility (23, 24) , whereas knockout of Rad51 leads to embryonic lethality (25, 26) . Both Dmc1 and Rad51 are essential for meiosis in yeast.
In vitro, Dmc1 protein promotes homologous pairing and limited strand exchange (27, 28) . On the basis of sequence homology and preliminary biochemical characterization, it seemed likely that Dmc1 protein would catalyze homologous recognition by the same mechanism as that of E. coli RecA and eukaryotic Rad51 proteins. Prominent aspects of this mechanism include the formation of helical filaments on singlestranded DNA and the subsequent search for homology in the duplex DNA, which results in formation of a synaptic intermediate consisting of three strands of DNA within a protein filament. Surprisingly, however, recent studies from several laboratories failed to detect helical filaments made by Dmc1 (28, 29) . These studies found instead that Dmc1 forms octameric rings and stacks of rings. A stack of rings with DNA running down the interior seems an unlikely structure for catalyzing homologous pairing. However, rings themselves, in particular rings that hydrolyze ATP, suggested the possibility of a helicase activity that might promote strand exchange in a very different way than helical filaments (Fig. 1) . That notion led us to test more exhaustively for helicase activity of Dmc1, to look for positive evidence of synaptic complexes, and to determine directly whether Dmc1 uses the same mechanism as Rad51 to recognize homology.
Materials and Methods
Oligonucleotides. The single-stranded 83-mer oligonucleotides used to form the filaments are designated as (Ϫ) strand and the respective complementary strands as (ϩ) strand. The sequences of G16(Ϫ), G26(Ϫ), and G37(Ϫ) have been described earlier (20) . The duplex oligonucleotides used in this study were made by thermal annealing of two complementary strands. The double-stranded DNA was radiolabeled by use of polynucleotide kinase and was subjected to PAGE to detect the presence of any excess of unannealed single-stranded DNA. The duplex substrates used in this study were free from any detectable singlestranded contaminant. Inosine was substituted in the place of guanine in G37(Ϫ) strand to form G13.I24(Ϫ). The numbers following the letters G and I indicate the percent of GC and IC content, respectively. To study the effect of mismatches, A⅐T transversions were made in the G16 and G26 duplex substrates. The position of mismatches is presented in Table 1 . All concentrations of single-stranded oligonucleotides refer to mols of nucleotide residues, whereas concentrations of duplex oligonucleotides refer to mols of base pairs. The (Ϫ) and (ϩ) strands contained a six-carbon primary amine linker at the 3Ј and the 5Ј ends, respectively. The labeling of these oligonucleotides with fluorescein and rhodamine was done as described before (30) .
Purification of Dmc1. The human Dmc1 coding sequence was amplified by PCR from a human testis cDNA library followed by the insertion into pQE-30 plasmid (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA), as described before (27) . The resulting construct, pEG 8-4, encoding HsDmc1 protein fused at its N terminus with six histidine residues, was transformed in E. coli strain EG1271, a derivative of E. coli F810(⌬recA) (14) , carrying the constitutively expressed lacI q gene in plasmid pREP4 (Qiagen). The strain thus obtained was grown in LB medium. Expression of Dmc1 was induced by the addition of isopropyl ␤-D-thiogalactoside, and the cells were harvested as described (27) .
Batches of 40 grams of cells, wet weight, were lysed by the addition of three volumes of lysis buffer (20 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4͞0.5 mM DTT͞10% sucrose͞0.5 M KCl͞1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride͞1 mM EDTA͞1 mg of lysozyme per milliliter), followed by sonication. The precipitate produced by ammonium sulfate at 40% saturation was redissolved in buffer A (20 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4͞0.5 mM DTT͞10% glycerol͞50 mM KCl͞1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride͞0.2 mM EDTA) and passed through an SP-Sepharose (Amersham Pharmacia) column (60 ml) preequilibrated with buffer A. The column was washed, and bound proteins were fractionated by gradient elution with 50-750 mM KCl in buffer A (400 ml). Fractions containing Dmc1 were pooled, diluted with three volumes of buffer B (20 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4͞5 mM ␤-mercaptoethanol͞10% glycerol͞50 mM KCl͞0.2 mM EDTA), and loaded on a 4-ml Ni-NTA (Stratagene) column equilibrated with 40 ml of buffer C (buffer B containing 200 mM KCl). The column was washed successively with 40 ml of buffer C containing 5 mM, 20 mM, and 50 mM imidazole. This was followed by gradient elution with buffer C containing 50-500 mM imidazole (40 ml), which eluted Dmc1 at about 150 mM imidazole. The fractions were pooled, dialyzed against buffer A containing 250 mM KCl, concentrated, and stored at Ϫ80°C.
Assays of Homologous Pairing and Strand Exchange by Fluorescence
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET). For the pairing assay, Dmc1 (1.2 M) was preincubated at 37°C for 5 min with 83-mer minus strand (3 M), labeled at its 3Ј end with fluorescein, in a reaction mixture (150 l) containing 1 mM MgCl 2 , 25 mM Hepes (pH 7.4), 1 mM DTT, 2 mM ATP, and 100 g of BSA per ml. The concentration of MgCl 2 was increased to 10 mM, duplex 83-mer was added at 3 M, and incubation was continued at 37°C. The duplex was labeled at the 5Ј end of the plus strand with rhodamine. To measure strand exchange, the filament was formed as described above, but on unlabeled minus strand, while the duplex contained fluorescein at the 3Ј end of the minus strand and rhodamine at the 5Ј end of the plus strand (Fig. 2) .
Fluorescence emission spectra were taken from 502-620 nm on excitation at 493 nm on an SLM 8000C spectrofluorometer (SLM-Aminco, Urbana, IL). To determine the emission because of FRET on pairing, we subtracted from the spectrum of the complete reaction mixture at steady state, the individual spectra of reaction mixtures lacking either the rhodamine-or fluorescein-labeled DNA. The difference spectrum obtained is the so-called ''sensitized emission,'' i.e., the signal caused by FRET. The term ''nonsensitized emission,'' which is the background or (28, 29) suggests the need to evaluate an alternative helicase pathway to account for the same outcome. In this case, the duplex DNA might be opened up first to separate single strands, followed by a simple reannealing. The letters F and R contained within circles represent the fluorescent dyes fluorescein and rhodamine, positioned to detect homologous pairing by either pathway (see also noise, was used for the spectrum of the excited reaction mixture that lacked fluorescein-labeled DNA but contained everything else, including most particularly the rhodamine-labeled DNA. The determination of FRET associated with strand exchange is a bit more complicated, because the duplex substrate at the beginning of the reaction is labeled with both dyes, which generates an initial FRET signal that is diminished by strand exchange. The reaction mixtures were constituted to determine the sensitized emission at the outset and the degree of its reduction when the reaction reached steady state. The reaction lacking Dmc1 was used to calculate FRET before the reaction, whereas the complete reaction in the presence of Dmc1 at equilibrium or steady state (1,800 sec) was used to determine FRET after the reaction. In both the cases, we subtracted from the spectra obtained with reactions containing both fluorophores the spectra from two mixtures, each containing either fluorescein-or rhodamine-labeled DNA. The difference in the sensitized emission or FRET before and after the reaction is the signal caused by strand exchange.
For both pairing and strand-displacement assays, corrections for small variations in the concentration of the two fluorophores between different samples were made by normalizing the experimental spectra on the basis of the reference measurements of emission at 520 and 585 nm, respectively, of standard reaction mixtures containing DNA labeled only with fluorescein or rhodamine.
For the measurement of time courses, the fluorescence emission was recorded at 520 nm on excitation at 493 nm, which measure the change in the emission from fluorescein. Homologous pairing is attended by quenching in fluorescein intensity as energy is transferred from fluorescein to rhodamine; strand displacement is attended by enhancement of emission from fluorescein as it ceases to transfer energy to rhodamine (see Fig.  2 ). In control reaction mixtures lacking Dmc1 protein, the change in fluorescence emission from fluorescein, which was less than 5%, was subtracted from the signal seen in complete reactions.
Assays for Helicase and Nuclease Activities. For helicase activity, the substrates were 5Ј radiolabeled 83-mer duplex G16 or partial duplexes made by annealing 83-mer G16(Ϫ) strand to complementary 43-mer to produce 5Ј or 3Ј tailed duplex. Substrates, at 3 M, were incubated in 20 l of the reaction mixture described in the previous section, except that MgCl 2 was added at a final concentration of 10 mM. After the addition of 1-2 M Dmc1, the mixture was incubated at 37°C for 1 h, and the reaction was terminated by the addition of 0.5% SDS and 25 mM EDTA. The reaction product was then subjected to 10% native PAGE. To assay nuclease activity, we used radiolabeled G16(Ϫ) singlestranded 83-mer or G16 duplex incubated in the same reaction mixture as used for the helicase assays, but the products were analyzed by denaturing PAGE. In both cases, reaction products were quantitated by use of a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics) and IMAGEQUANT software.
Results

Characterization of Purified Dmc1 and Lack of Helicase or Nuclease
Activities. Purified Dmc1 protein was checked for helicase activity as described in Materials and Methods. No helicase activity was detected even after 1 h of incubation by assays using blunt-ended 83-mer duplex or partial duplexes formed from an 83-and 43-mer with either a 5Ј or 3Ј single-stranded tail (data not shown). Bacterial RecQ helicase, used as a positive control in these experiments, dissociated more than half of a blunt-ended duplex or a duplex with a 3Ј tail (data not shown). The lack of helicase activity was confirmed by fluorometric assay with the substrates labeled with fluorescein and rhodamine. Similarly, assays using radiolabeled single-stranded, double-stranded, and partially double-stranded DNA failed to detect any nuclease activity. The His-tagged Dmc1 protein hydrolyzed ATP in a DNA-dependent manner with a catalytic rate constant (k cat ) of 0.7 mols͞mol͞min, similar to the k cat for nontagged protein, described before (27) . In previous studies, we have used assays based on FRET to distinguish and kinetically characterize two phases of recombination reactions catalyzed by members of the RecA family of proteins (20, 30, 31) . These phases are the recognition of homology and the exchange of strands. In the first phase, protein, a single strand, and a duplex molecule form a synaptic complex, in which homology is recognized; in the second phase, an exchange of strands converts the DNA within the complex into a heteroduplex molecule and a displaced single strand (Fig. 2) . The formation of a synaptic complex is a key criterion that might help to distinguish a ''synaptic pathway'' from a ''helicase pathway,'' as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The FRET assays, as used to study pairing and strand exchange catalyzed by proteins like E. coli RecA protein, make use of oligonucleotide substrates labeled with fluorescein and rhodamine. FRET assays are based on the transfer of resonance energy from fluorescein to rhodamine, which occurs on excitation of fluorescein at its absorption maximum when the two fluors are in close proximity (Fig. 2) . In the pairing assay, the formation of a synaptic intermediate generates a FRET signal (Fig. 2 A) . In the strand-exchange assay, the fluorescein and rhodamine fluors, which are juxtaposed in the substrate duplex, generate a FRET signal at the outset, and strand exchange diminishes that signal (Fig. 2B. ) Reactions can be monitored by measuring either the change in FRET signal or the change in fluorescence emission from fluorescein itself. The fluorescein emission diminishes when energy is transferred from fluorescein to rhodamine. The change in fluorescein emission at 520 nm was used to monitor the time courses of these reactions.
Although FRET assays can distinguish the two phases of the reactions, as just discussed, they do not directly detect the synaptic complex because the FRET signal that is observed on pairing persists even after strand exchange occurs (Fig. 2 A) . However, we have observed previously that deproteinization diminishes part of the signal generated in the pairing assay but has no effect on the signal generated in the assay for strand exchange, which we have taken as evidence of dissociation of synaptic complexes (31) .
With oligonucleotides containing 16% GC as substrates, we used the FRET assay to measure the steady-state levels of homologous pairing and strand exchange promoted by Dmc1 (Fig. 3A) . Homologous pairing catalyzed by Dmc1 resulted in a FRET signal that was 60% above the background rhodamine emission. Fluorescence emission from controls lacking Dmc1 protein or containing heterologous DNA substrates, respectively, was indistinguishable from the background emission from rhodamine (see Materials and Methods). A strand-exchange reaction diminished the FRET signal about 40% below the background emission from rhodamine. This was qualitatively consistent with the results from a polyacrylamide gel assay of reactions of the same substrates (data not shown).
To detect the presence of synaptic complex, we monitored the change in fluorescein fluorescence, and when the reactions reached steady state, we deproteinized them (Fig. 4) . In a reaction to measure pairing, the addition of SDS resulted in restoration of more than half of the signal, whereas in a reaction to measure strand exchange, SDS had no effect on the signal from fluorescein at steady state. These results suggest that Dmc1 produced a heteroduplex product at least in part by a reaction pathway involving the formation of a synaptic intermediate. To rule out the possibility that the effect is specific to the arrangement of fluors or to the DNA sequence, experiments were done in which fluorescein was present at the 5Ј end of the G16(ϩ) filament DNA, and rhodamine was present at the 3Ј end of the G16(Ϫ) strand in the duplex. We observed amplitudes of reactions and effects of SDS (data not shown) similar to those shown above. Because SDS has an effect on the fluorescein intensity, the concentration and volume of SDS used in these reactions were standardized so that it had no net effect on the fluorescence signal from the reaction in the absence of Dmc1.
Paranemic Joints: Direct Evidence of Synaptic Complexes. With circular single-stranded DNA and circular duplex DNA as substrates, RecA protein was shown to promote the recognition of homology and the formation of joints whose stability depends on the continued binding of the protein (32, 33) . Such joints, in which there is no net change in linking number and no net strand exchange, were called paranemic joints. Paranemic joints, of course, are archetypal synaptic complexes.
The same name, paranemic joints, and the same concept have been applied to joints that are formed between a single-strand and linear duplex DNA in which heterologous ends of the linear molecule block complete strand displacement and confine the . For pairing, the spectrum represents the sensitized emission at steady state, whereas for strand exchange, the spectrum indicates the difference in sensitized emission before and after the reaction. The heterologous reactions used G26(Ϫ) instead of G16(Ϫ) to form the filament. The precise measurement of the sensitized and nonsensitized emission for pairing and strand exchange was done as described in Materials and Methods. (B) Identical measurements made with a duplex substrate containing 26% GC. Dmc1 can pair such substrates but cannot carry out strand exchange. G16(Ϫ) was used as the filament strand to calculate FRET in the heterologous reactions. product of the reaction to an intermediate containing three strands. With such substrates, we showed that human Rad51 protein could form paranemic joints (31).
As described above, Dmc1 promoted pairing and strand exchange with an 83-mer oligonucleotide substrate containing 16% G⅐C base pairs (Fig. 3A) , but when GC content was increased to 26%, no product was seen by the gel assay (data not shown). Because the gel assay measures the overall reaction efficiency and cannot differentiate between the two phases of the reaction, we resorted to the fluorometric assays of pairing and strand exchange. We found that Dmc1 recognized homology in duplex DNA, as evidenced by a significant pairing signal (Ϸ44% above background rhodamine emission) but did not promote any detectable strand exchange (Fig. 3B) . The pairing signal was completely reversed when the reaction was deproteinized (data not shown). Thus, Dmc1 could promote the formation of paranemic joints in which homology was recognized in the absence of strand exchange and whose stability depended on the continued presence of protein.
Mechanism of Recognition of Homology.
We previously showed that the recognition of homology in duplex DNA by the single strand in the Rad51 filament requires the breathing of base pairs, particularly A⅐T base pairs, in the duplex DNA (19) . That mechanism of recognition plus the ability of Rad51 to form paranemic joints implies that the nucleoprotein filament provides an extended catalytic surface that can promote breathing and subsequent homologous recognition anywhere along the length of the DNA molecules involved. The breathing mechanism seems incompatible with a searching process mediated exclusively by rings or stack of rings, as formed by Dmc1 (29) . For that reason in particular, we asked whether Dmc1 promotes recognition by the same breathing mechanism as Rad51
As just described, when the GC content of the substrates was 16%, Dmc1 promoted both recognition and strand exchange, whereas at 26% GC, Dmc1 still promoted pairing but not strand exchange. At higher GC content, no reaction can be detected (see Fig. 5 ). This pattern mirrors that seen for Rad51, suggesting that Dmc1 and Rad51 use the same mechanism to recognize homology. To examine that inference further, we used two tests that we used in the case of Rad51 (20) .
To test whether the inhibitory effect of GC content is because of its effect on the stability of duplex DNA, which makes the breathing of base pairs more difficult, we destabilized duplex DNA by substituting inosine in the place of guanine. Because I⅐C base pairs contain only two hydrogen bonds, the inosine substitution in the place of guanine destabilizes the duplex and should stimulate strand exchange. Inosine was substituted in G37(Ϫ) strand, in the place of 20 guanine residues to construct G13.I24(Ϫ) strand. In this experiment, the G13⅐I24(Ϫ) strand was used to form the filament while the duplex contained G13⅐I24(Ϫ) strand and unsubstituted G37(ϩ) strand. This experimental design guarantees that no energetic bias will be introduced to favor either the forward or reverse reaction. With 16% GC substrate (G16), a significant pairing signal was observed (Figs. 3 and 5 ), but when GC content was raised to 37%, the pairing reaction was completely abolished (Fig. 5) . However, when inosine residues were substituted for guanine in the same oligonucleotide (G13⅐I24), the reaction was strongly stimulated, with an amplitude that was equivalent to that of G16. The strong stimulation by inosine substitution indicates that the stability of the helix plays an important role in recognition of homology.
By virtue of their lesser stability, A⅐T base pairs play a bigger role than G⅐C base pairs in homology recognition promoted by Rad51 (20) . Mismatches opposite A⅐T base pairs in more G⅐C-rich DNA had a bigger effect than similar mismatches in more A⅐T-rich DNA. We applied the same test to homologous recognition promoted by Dmc1.
Two, four, or six transversions were made at A⅐T base pairs in G16 (16% GC) and G26 (26% GC) duplexes to create mismatched substrates (see Table 1 ). The mismatches were made in this way so that the initial duplex substrates remained fully paired, and the DNA that was used to form filament remained the same for each set of reactions with a varying number of mismatches. Using the fluorometric assay for pairing, we found that for any given number of mismatches, the pairing with G16 was more tolerant to mismatches than the pairing with G26. Six mismatches in the 26% GC substrate eliminated homologous pairing whereas six mismatches in the 16% GC substrate had relatively little effect (Fig. 6 ). This experiment reveals the special role of A⅐T base pairs in homologous recognition promoted by Dmc1.
Discussion
Although eukaryotic Dmc1 protein was discovered some years ago, little is known about its biochemical properties. Human Dmc1 hydrolyzes ATP in a DNA-dependent manner and promotes the formation of D-loops and reactions leading to strand exchange (27, 28) . The catalytic rate constant for ATPase activity is similar to that of Rad51 protein (Ϸ0.7), which is considerably smaller than that of E. coli RecA protein (Ϸ30). Human Dmc1 protein binds preferentially to single-stranded DNA with a stoichiometry of approximately one molecule of protein per three nucleotide residues. Dmc1 physically interacts with Rad51 and Tid1 proteins (28, 34) . Almost nothing was known as to how Dmc1 promotes homologous pairing and strand exchange. The studies described here were further motivated by the failure thus far to find a Dmc1 helical nucleoprotein filament like those formed by E. coli RecA protein and human or yeast Rad51 (see Introduction).
Because Dmc1, in the absence of DNA forms abundant octameric rings (29), we were led to consider seriously the possibility that pairing and strand exchange in vitro might result from helicase activity either extrinsic or intrinsic to Dmc1 (see Fig. 1 ). However, no helicase activity could be detected in Dmc1 preparations by using DNA substrates with blunt-ended, 5Ј tailed, or 3Ј tailed duplexes.
To get positive evidence on the nature of the pathway catalyzed by Dmc1, we looked for the formation of synaptic com- plexes. Two kinds of experiment provided evidence of synaptic complexes. The first was one in which the reactions for pairing and strand exchange were deproteinized after the reactions reached steady state or equilibrium. Previous studies of Rad51, by using FRET assays, produced evidence that a three-stranded synaptic intermediate exists in which stable homologous recognition is accomplished by the partial switching of base pairs (20) . As might be expected, deproteinization of this complex leads in some measure to the regeneration of substrates, whereas deproteinization of the duplex product of the reaction has no effect (31) . Similarly, the failure of deproteinization to reverse strand exchange promoted by Dmc1 argues that reversal of the pairing assay is because of the presence of synaptic intermediate which that assay detects. We did a further test by repeating this experiment with an oligonucleotide of different sequence and with the fluorophores located at the other end of the substrates. Nucleases and helicases, for the most part, are specific to the 5Ј or 3Ј end of the DNA molecule to initiate the action. The action of such nucleases or helicases on duplex DNA, followed by annealing, could plausibly produce a heteroduplex product indistinguishable from that made by a synaptic pathway as already indicated (Fig. 1) . The fluorescent dyes at the ends of DNA in our assays might be expected to interfere sterically with the directional specificity of a pathway driven by nuclease or helicase activity. The data argue against such pathways because there was no effect of altering the positions of the dyes.
The second kind of experiment used to test for synaptic complexes was one that looked for paranemic joints, the joints in which homologous pairing occurs in the absence of net strand exchange. In such joints, the three strands are held together by the proteins to form homology-specific synaptic complexes (32, 33) . The formation of paranemic joints by Dmc1 therefore provides direct evidence of synaptic complexes. The similar yield of pairing reactions irrespective of the DNA end at which fluors are present, along with the formation of paranemic joints, indicates that homologous recognition driven by Dmc1 is independent of DNA ends. This further suggests that Dmc1 functions similarly to other RecA-like proteins.
Although synaptic joints appear diagnostic of a RecA-like pathway of pairing and strand exchange, one can imagine a helicase pathway that goes through some variety of nucleoprotein intermediate that has three strands of DNA in it. For that reason, our experiments on the mechanism by which Dmc1 promotes recognition of homology are of further importance in establishing the nature of the pathway. Previously, we found that recognition of homology and initiation of strand exchange as promoted by human Rad51 are integral aspects of a concerted mechanism that involves the preferential switching of A⅐T base pairs (20) . In the present experiments on Dmc1, the substitution of inosine for guanine demonstrated a general effect of helix stability on recognition of homology, and A⅐T mismatches demonstrated a special role of A⅐T base pairs in recognition of homology. These findings, plus the inhibition of Dmc1 reactions by GC content, are identical in form to the observations on human Rad51. Thus the present findings support the model that posits that recognition of homology requires the breathing and switching of base pairs, accomplished preferentially by A⅐T base pairs. In the case of Rad51, as well as RecA, the helical filament formed on single-stranded DNA forms a long catalytic surface that is coextensive with the DNA sequence. Collision of that catalytic surface anywhere along its length with duplex DNA can promote the opening of the latter and test for homology by Watson-Crick complementarity. A similar scenario for Dmc1 based on a filament made by a stack of rings seems inconceivable, unless the DNA were wrapped around the outside of the protein filament, which also appears unlikely (29) . Similarly, it is difficult to imagine that an octameric protein ring, migrating like a helicase, could provide the requisite opening of duplex DNA Fig. 6 . Differential effects on recognition of homology resulting from A⅐T transversion mismatches in ''AT-rich'' vs. ''GC-rich'' DNA. Two, four, or six mismatches at the sites of A⅐T base pairs were created by transversions in the duplex substrates, G16 (16% GC) and G37 (37% GC) (see Materials and Methods). A and B show the original data on the effects of increasing number of mismatches. In C, the yield of these reactions at 30 min was plotted against the number of mismatches. The yield at 30 min with no mismatched substrate was taken as 100%.
specifically at the sites of collision of the single-stranded and duplex substrates. The similarity of the mechanisms by which Dmc1 and Rad51 recognize homology, despite the apparent differences in the superstructures they form, is striking. Perhaps Dmc1 in vitro forms a helical filament that is either less stable or more dynamic and hence has eluded detection. Clearly, more studies are needed to understand the protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions of Dmc1. Taken together, however, the observations described here, including the lack of helicase activity, the formation of synaptic complexes, and the similarity of the pairing mechanism of Dmc1 to that of Rad51, argue that Dmc1, acting alone, follows the same reaction path as its homologs.
The results described here and previously (20, 31, 35) provide insight into functional differences between E. coli RecA protein and several of its eukaryotic homologs. It was immediately apparent in various studies that eukaryotic homologs of RecA hydrolyze ATP at rates that are between one and two orders of magnitude slower (14, 27, 35, 36) . In the absence of protein cofactors, the yields of reactions promoted by eukaryotic homologs are notably lower, and at least in the cases of human Rad51 and human Dmc1 proteins, the extent of strand exchange is limited (27, 28, 31, 35, 37) . It is now clear that the yields of these reactions are sensitive to the GC content of the substrates. In our studies, the degree of sensitivity to GC content is in the order Dmc1 Ͼ Rad51 Ͼ RecA. The limited strand exchange by Dmc1 and Rad51 correlates with this sensitivity. At 26% GC, Dmc1 still catalyzes recognition of homology but is unable to initiate strand exchange (this study), whereas, under the same conditions, 40% GC content has the same effect on human Rad51 (31) . We know from studies in vitro that there are several proteins that play important roles in enhancing the activities of Rad51 (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) and from genetic studies, especially in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, that multiple proteins govern homologous recombination (43) (44) (45) ). An understanding of the possible biological significance of the effect of base composition as observed in vitro must await studies of a reconstituted complete set of recombination proteins. For the moment, the principal significance of the effects of base composition lies in what it has told us about the mechanism of recognition of homology, which appears to be a mechanism shared by homologs of RecA (20) .
